Effect of acid-base management with or without carbon dioxide on plasma phosphate concentration during and after hypothermic cardiopulmonary bypass.
Variations of the phosphate concentration in plasma were studied in two groups of 12 patients undergoing cardiac surgery with hypothermic cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB). Management of the acid-base status differed between the groups, according to whether or not carbon dioxide was added to the anesthetic gas mixture during hypothermia ('pH-stat' vs. 'alpha-stat' mode) following correction vs. no correction of pCO2 and pH for body temperature. Phosphate variations throughout the study were mostly within normal limits. From the start to the end of CPB, the mean rise in phosphate levels was 70% in the pH-stat group and 37% in the alpha-stat group (p < 0.001). During 3 hours after CPB, the phosphate values continued to rise by a mean of 25% in the alpha-stat patients, but fell by a mean of 3% in the pH-stat patients (p < 0.001). Such different phosphate patterns during and immediately after CPB may reflect profound metabolic disturbances and may be related to the altering effects of CO2 addition and respiratory acidosis on intracellular metabolic activity and phosphate homeostasis.